well as animals of other kinds, vineyards they hinder men from performing the sexual act and women from conceiving Armed with these endorsements and approbations the book became the handbook of the Inquisition and operational manual of psycholopathology. The English translator of this book, the Reverend Montague Summers (1946) hailed this book in these words: 'It is not too much to say that the . Malleus Maleficarum is among the most important, wisest and weightiest books of the world'.
Acting under the guiding principles of the Malleus during the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, hundreds of thousands of the 'possessed' were burnt with the approval of the intellectual leaders. Roback's (1961) view of the authors is vitriolic : 'The Dominican dogs of the Lord (Canes domini) were wolves on the prowl, serpents pouncing on their prey'. 'The demoniacal' and 'devil psychology' of the times (in the words of Zilboorg, 1941) , ruled the minds of the man in the street, the doctor, philosopher, the priest and the lawyer and was not confined to the Catholic world. This tradition was not rejected by the Reformation. It was followed by Luther in Germany, Calvin Inhibited sexual desire consists of interference with the phantasies about sexual activity and with desire to have sexual activity. Organic factors such as physical disorder or medication are also responsible for the dysfunction. This area of psychopathology is aptly recognized by the Malleus in Chapter VI of part II, Question I: 'Extrinsically they (witches) cause it at times by means of images, or by the eating of herbs; sometimes by other external means such as cocks' testicles but it must not be thought that it is by the virtue of these things that a man is made impotent, but by the occult power of devils, illusion Witches by this means procure such impotence mainly that they cause a man to be unable to copulate or a woman to conceive'.
The religious writers here not only cite psychogenically caused lack of desire but also that produced by extrinsic agents, herbs (which, in our times, could easily refer to drugs such as psychotropic, hypotensive drugs, etc).
The Malleus comprehensively describes the other sexual dysfunctions in its Chapter VI of Part II, Question 1 : "Impeding and preventing the power of procreation; witches can obstruct procreant function intrinsically (a) directly prevent the erection of the member, prevent the flow of vital essences to the members in which resides the motive force, closing up the seminal ducts, so that it does not reach the generative vessels, or so that it cannot be ejaculated, or it is fruitlessly spilled. Further reference is made to this aspect of sexual dysfunction in Chapter V of Part II Question 1: Witches impair the powers of generation; to men an obstructive spell on the procreant forces and on venereal act so that a woman cannot conceive or a man cannot perform the act. The act is obstructed with regard to one woman but not another sometimes".
Once again we, the moderns have to admire the remarkable insight into sexual physiology and behaviour that the priests had some five centuries ago.
The medieval minds of the authors of the Malleus attributed every aspect of abnormal behaviour of not only the humans but also the animals and the natural calamities to the work of satan and his henchmen.
In other words, Lucifer and his cohorts injure humanity; 1) by inducing evil lover in a man for a woman and woman for man, 2) by planting hattred or jealousy,
3) by bewitching a man who cannot perform the genital act with a woman and its converse and procuring an abortion, 4) by causing disease in any human organ, 5) by taking away life, and 6) by depriving them of reasons.
Here, one could discern erotomania and delusions of jealousy.
The role of the devils, incubi and succubi get a pride of place in the book. If the witch is old and sterile, the incubus associates with her without the injection of semen. If she is not sterile, he approaches her with semen extracted from some man for the sake of infecting her progeny; the devils pay attention to the generative virtue of semen obtained by the carnal act, being wasted in the semen that is due to nocturnal pollution in sleep which arises from the superfluity of the humours and is not emitted with so great generative virtue.
Many of deluded and demented women who spoke of their imaginary relations with the devils were promptly accused of being bewitched and after trial were burnt at the stakes.
The perceptive authors refer to a case of selective impotence in a man in Chapter VI, / Part II, Question-1. ^ "There was in the town of Mersberg in the diocese of Constance a certain young man who was bewitched in such a way that he could never perform the carnal act with any woman except one. And many have heard him tell that he had often wished to refuse that woman and take flight to other lands, but that hitherto he had been compelled to rise up in the night and to come very quickly back, sometimes overland, sometimes through the air, as if he were flying." The latter passage refers to the phenomenon of transvection. The selective impotence is discussed by Trethowan (1963) .
It should be noted that in this treatise much less attention is paid to the difficulties in the sexual life of women. The downright misogyny prevailing in the period and the inferior status afforded to them made people blind to their problems. The notion that the woman is not only inferior but also evil detracted attention from their intimate aspects of life ; besides the medieval women suffered in silence unlike their male counterparts, who were vociferous in describing their deficiencies.
A phenomenon akin to Koro of the later ages is to be found in the malleus; Chapter-7, part II question-1, could be cited; "witches can take away the male organ not indeed by actually disspoiling the human body of it. but by concealing it with some glamour". There is an example of a man from Ratisbon, who recovered his member after threatening the witch.
The aforementioned sexual phenomenon is somewhat akin to Koro syndrome, discussed by Yap (1965) as a form of depersonalization. Trethowan (1963) feels that this illusion of genital deprivation is once again an expression of castration anxiety. He also called this as "interior imagination". Parrinder (1958) , as quoted by Trethowan, refers to this notorious work as replete with sexual details. Sprenger its principal author, has been called a dangerous and evil minded fanatic, who reviled in the preposterous and evenmore the sexual and the Malleus itself one of the wickedest and most obscene books ever written. Such a harsh judgement is not necessary when one is able to find a good understanding of human sexuality 5 centuries ago and has its parallel in the DSM III. The medieval religious authority held that man chooses to succumb to the devil and he must be responsible for this free choice. He must be punished; he must be eliminated from the community. More than that his soul held in such sinful captivity by the corrupted, criminal will within the body, must be set free agin; it must be delivered. The body must be burnt. And we must remember that the 20th centuary man also commits crime in the name of religion, race and dogma.
